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The
difference. 
It’s in the detail.
“What’s so amazing about 
Vufold? Everything!”
(Emma Russell)

	Our aim has always been to create products we’d want in
our own homes. So we started by taking every detail and
designed out any weaknesses or flaws, to make Vufold
doors easy to fit, easy to maintain and simply beautiful.

Now, how
many other
manufacturers go
to such lengths?

“Unbelievable! Everything’s 
been so well thought-out.”
(John Green)

	We believe little things make a big difference. Look at
the track cover on our Supreme bi-folds for example,
that removes for easy cleaning. Or the fact we finish
all our external timber doors to a closed pore standard
so water runs off more easily. We completely assemble
every Status door set before it leaves the factory too, to
make sure the glazing’s perfectly balanced so opening
them is a breeze. 

“Fantastic – they’re
a dream to fit. 5 stars!”
(Richard Brandon)

Once you’ve ordered your doors, naturally you want
everything to go smoothly. We package our products
so well, last year only 7 of the 13,000 doors we sent out
were returned and for easy installation, our fitting kits
include everything – and we mean everything! Every
possible drill bit and fixing you need is in there, meticulously
labelled and laid-out step-by-step to take out all the hassle.

“Wow! Other companies should
take a leaf out of Vufold’s
customer service manual!”
(Liam Parker)

No other manufacturer comes close to giving 
you as much care and attention either.
We’re really proud of our products, and our 
Sales team will be happy to guide you through 
the ordering process, guarantee delivery and
double-check everything to make sure it’s right.
If you or your installer needs to check something
during installation, our dedicated Customer Service
team is on hand to help in any way they can. If there
are any hitches at all – anything – we’ll sort it quickly
too. In fact, we resolve almost 70% of cases within
an hour, and 98% within 24 hours.
We’re so confident in our products, we even give
you a minimum 10-year guarantee on all our doors
and windows with up to 15 years on some ranges –
unlike the 2 years some manufacturers offer.
Our prices include everything too – such as 
VAT and delivery is free – with no hidden extras,
to make it easy to see how beautifully affordable
Vufold products really are.

Amazing…that’s what
our customers think…

“Fantastic product and one of the best
companies I’ve ever dealt with. Doors made
to an excellent standard and great value.”

“Excellent set of doors, easy to
install, simple instructions and
great value for money.”

(John Christie)

(Michael Castle)

The Collection
Whichever product you choose from our Collection, you can simply feel the quality. 
Each is robustly constructed to last a lifetime, with every little detail beautifully engineered 
for perfection, and designed to make a true style statement in your home.

Sliders

Composite Bifolds

Windows

French Doors

Flood your living space with natural light our stunning lift and slide doors, superbly
engineered to add style, flexibility and
security to any home. Available in a range
of colours and sizes.

A unique look with exceptional quality to
match. Our Vufold Ultra folding door sets
are super low maintenance, with white or
grey aluminium cladding to the outside and
real oak on the inside.

Crafted to give your home a quality look, our
window ranges perfectly complement our
Supreme, Status and Ultra bifold door sets.
Available in a wide range of configurations
and a choice of finishes.

Our French Doors come with a 10 year guarantee
and are available in timber, oak, aluminium and
composite materials to add the finishing touch to
any project. They’re perfect alongside any of our
other doors, too.

External Aluminium

Rooflights & Lanterns

Beautifully elegant and designed to have
slim sightlines to allow more light into your
home, Vufold external aluminium bi-fold
doors are available in a range of colours,
sizes and door configurations to perfectly
suit your home.

Add a real wow factor to
your home – available in both
traditional and contemporary
styles, Vufold Rooflights and
Lanterns are designed and
manufactured in the UK and
offer a choice of finishes and
colour options.

External Timber
Exquisitely engineered and beautiful to look
at, our external timber bifolds add light
and space to any room. Available factoryfinished in grey, white or oak, or unfinished
so you can varnish, stain or paint to match
your décor.

Internal Timber
A brilliant way to gain more natural light,
space and flexibility, our internal bifold
doors change your home from open plan
entertaining to cosy intimate space in no
time. Supplied as a ready-to-assemble set
for perfect operation and easy installation.

Remarkable!
Vufold have all the
options to make 
your project just 
right for you….
Choose Vufold and you’ll have no
end of choice. Here you’ll find a few
additional options we offer to service
any project.

Bespoke door sizes & configurations
As well as offering a full range of standard
product sizes and configurations we offer a
completely bespoke service on many of our
external doors and windows. If you require a
non-standard size or configuration, just contact
our sales team for a hassle-free quotation.

Blinds
The perfect finishing touch, our integral 
blinds are designed to fit your Vufold doors
beautifully. Our new pleated blinds’ concertina
design makes them incredibly sleek and
discreet, and gives you instant control over
temperature, privacy and shade.

Bespoke glazing
With our new state-of-the-art facility there
are no limits on the glazing options available.
If you want to know more about our bespoke
solutions just contact our sales team to discuss
your requirements.

Handles & door catches
Vufold has a host of accessories to add the
perfect finishing touch to your project with 
a range of handles, door stops and catches 
- all beautifully crafted and colour matched 
to your chosen doors and windows.
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